Much attention has been paid to the mesoscopic rings pierced by a magnetic flux in recent years since the famous prediction that a persistent current exists in such a
The effects of electron-electron coupling, spin-orbit coupling and electron-phonon coupling on persistent current have been studied by serveral authors. Interestingly, the Hamiltonian of onedimensional mesoscopic rings with electron-phonon coupling was solved exactly by Wang et aL7 and some eigenstates and the corresponding eigenvalues are obtained. The aim of this paper is to find complete eigenstates in the system by invoking the concept of displaced number states in quantum optics. Inspecting the form of Eq. (7) and using the displaced number state, we construct the eigenstates 
The above relations can be obtained by using the anti-commutator I C: , Cm]+ = 61" repeatly.
The eigenequation is M2
Therefore, the eigenequation for the total Hamiltonian
Operating both sides of Eq. (11) In conclusion, the eigenvalue problem in one-dimensional mesoscopic rings with electronphonon coupling is solved completely. The results show that the eigenvalues depend on both coupling strength Mq and phonon number nq. According to the defination of persistent current I, = -Cn(aE;/a4), it not only depends on coupling strength but also on the phonon number.
